The Program in Classics in the Department of Classical and Modern Languages and Literatures invites you to an Open House for the study of Latin Wednesday morning March 29 from 10:00am to 11:30am in NAC 5/223A. Refreshments will be served. You will meet current Latin students and teachers--and even learn a few words of Latin!

LATIN FILLS THE CCNY LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT

Elementary Latin (Latin 12100) meets two days a week, M W 10:00--11:40.

“Latin allows you to adore words, take them apart and find out where they came from.”
--Theodore Geisel (Dr Seuss)

“One of the regrets of my life is that I did not study Latin.”
--David McCullough, author of *Truman, The Wright Brothers, The Great Bridge: The Epic Story of the Building of the Brooklyn Bridge*

“To read the Latin and Greek authors in their original is a sublime luxury.”
--Thomas Jefferson

**Top Reasons to Study Latin**

"Improved vocabulary, confidence in front of people, better writing techniques. The discipline I learned has been a critical success factor, especially in the U.S. Military." -Retired military
"I found law school a breeze because of the discipline and hard work habits I developed in Classics. My awareness of linguistic processes and details is a constant strength in reading, and thinking." -Law school/Texas Legislature
"Latin definitely has helped me. It implies some skills and character traits: attention to detail, knowledge of how languages work, good vocabulary, good writing skills, worldly outlook ...and maybe even wisdom." -Medical editor
AND THE NUMBER ONE REASON IS: Impressive credentials for any kind of job!